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About this book

This childrenʼs book is the story of a talking 
Creosote Bush that  teaches about  the 
wisdom of   the Cahuilla Indians, an 
indigenous people  who still live in the  desert 
of the Coachella Valley  near Palm Desert in 
California.   These early peoples lived a way 
of life which offered respect for all beings in 
the circle of life.   

Contact the Artist: Cyndi@CyndiStrid.com 
                            or 
For more information: 
coachellavalleypreserve.org
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DEDICATION

This book is dedicated  to desert naturalist, Paul Gershick.  His deep passion 
for the desert and its earliest people inspired the creation of this childrenʼs 
book.    

Paul received formal docent training as an amateur Desert Naturalist at the 
Living Desert Museum in Palm Springs, California.  Through storytelling  Paul 
pairs his desert knowledge with his respect and admiration for the 
accomplishments of the indigenous Cahuilla  peoples and their culture. 

 Paul has been an active volunteer at the Coachella Valley Preserve for 18 
years.  It was an honor to experience the Thousand Palms Oasis  with him. 

Contact Information:  coachellavalleypreserve.org
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 Paul Gershick, volunteer desert naturalist telling stories to  bring the desert alive 
for visitors at the Coachella Valley Preserve.
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This story takes place at the Coachella Valley Preserve, home to the Thousand 
Palms Oasis near Indio, California.  
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The Cahuilla Indians were early peoples of this region which is still home to 
horned owls, fringe-toad lizards, and other desert species.  Let the story begin....
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Birdsong for a Creosote Bush
A Story of Indigenous Peopleʼs Wisdom

I am known as a Creosote Bush to the indigenous peoples, like the Cahuilla 
Indians.   I have lived upon this earth for over 11,000 years.  This is why I am 
respected as a plant of wisdom. 

To survive in the desert,  my green, shiny waxy leaves  reflect light so water 
does not evaporate into the air. I can live in  the desert  for up to two years 
without water.   My leaves and small twigs have been used to make tea which 
heals fever and  colds and is being studied now as a drug to help cure 
cancer.  

Leaf cutter bees like the pollen when my yellow flowers bloom, inch worms 
creep along my branches and hummingbirds eat the grasshoppers, while 
praying mantis and crickets hide in my leaves. 
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Raindrops touching my leaves make a smell that  humans donʼt like.  Only jack 
rabbits will eat my leaves.  The birds  like my shade.
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Today I see the medicine healer coming to visit.  I wonder how his people feel.  
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The medicine man, a shaman, speaks to me, “Greetings generous Creosote bush.  I see 

you are well  this spring, as your blossoms bring sunshine to my spirit. ”  
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“How may I help you?”  I softly asked the healer who sat nearby.
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“You are a beautiful bush living in this harsh, dry land.  We honor your 

strength,” said the Shaman. 

The  Shaman saw the leaves of the creosote bush flutter in response, and so he continued 

speaking, “ Three of our people are very sick, with fevers and stomachs that hurt.  They 

would be helped by drinking a tea made from your small branches and leaves.”
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Tired and weak, the family waits, resting,  as the Shaman searches for plant medicine  to 

heal their illness.  
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Wearing  feathers tied together for a shawl and headdress, the wise Shaman  dances and 
beats a gourd rattle, singing in BirdSong to the Creosote Bush. 
 

We honor you generous Creosote Bush, 
for the shade you create for lizards and kangaroo rats. 

Your sturdy branches become resting places for weary birds.
Rain upon your leaves 

fill the air with the pungent announcement of water
for  thirsty creatures. 

We will care for you generous Creosote Bush. 
  
The Creosote Bush tells the Shaman,  “You may pick my leaves and branches to help your 
family.   But, take only what you need, as  the creatures of the air and land need my 
leaves as well. ”  
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My small leaves and branches were plucked by the Shaman,  and brewed in hot water to 

make a bitter tea for his people to drink. 
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The tea helped the family to feel better again.  To honor the Creosote Bush, the father, 

mother and their son thanked the bush for curing them with its plant wisdom.  

To assure the tree would survive for future generations,  water was given as a blessing to 

the plant, while singing a new Birdsong of gratitude.  

                                The circle of life will continue 
                                If we take only what we need 
                                Saving the rest 

           for the next living beings born
    Our  circle of life continues....
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THE END 

BUT NOT REALLY.... 

Today the indigenous peoples  living in the Coachella Valley protect their culture, the 

land, and all living species as they honor the values of their ancestors. 

Visit the Agua Caliente Cultural Museum in Palm Springs, California to learn about the 

Cahuilla peoples who have lived in this region for over 3,000 years. 

                    copyright 2013 All Rights Reserved

              Cyndi Strid, author and illustrator
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About the author

Northwest artist, and educator, Cyndi 
Strid, wrote this story after visiting the 
magical Thousand Palms Oasis at the 
Coachella Valley Preserve in California. 
As a mixed-media artist,  Cyndi Strid  
explores environmental issues in her 
work.  She believes the wisdom of the 
indigenous peoples is needed as we 
solve our urgent global climate crisis.   

Info:   cyndi@CyndiStrid.com  or 
          cyndistrid.com
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